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INTRODUCTION 

 The Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS) requires 
accurate and consistent mapping of customer address 

databases to meet statutory requirements. 

 Work includes, daily, monthly and periodic geocoding with a 

100% match requirement and deadlines ranging from a few 
hours to a few days. 

 The raw databases are highly unstructured in terms of address 

elements. 

 It is essential that the same address, possibly spelled scores of 

different ways over several mapping cycles, is mapped to same 

best x,y coordinate every time. 
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BACKGROUND 

 What is geocoding? 

 What are address locators? 

 What are reference datasets? 

 Where are we getting statewide reference data? 



BACKGROUND 

 Geocoding is the process of 
transforming a description of a 

location—such as a pair of 

coordinates, an address, or a name 

of a place—to a location on the 

earth's surface (Esri). 

 Address location geocoded against 

and road network is interpolated 

along the road segment and placed 
to match parity of address. 



BACKGROUND 

 An address locator is a 

particular type of locator that 

creates geometry for 

descriptions representing 

addresses (Esri). 

 Address Locators are created 

using the “Create Address 

Locator” tool from Arc ToolBox 

 Address locators are based on 
reference data 



BACKGROUND 

 Reference data is one of the 

key elements in an address 
locator because the addresses 

and locations that you 

geocode are matched against 

the attribute values of the 
reference features (Esri) 

 Common reference data 

includes road networks with 

address ranges or address point 
feature classes. 



BACKGROUND 

 Statewide reference datasets 

including road networks and 

address points are periodically 

collected through the seventeen 9-
1-1 Systems in the State of Arizona 

 These Systems correspond closely 

with the fifteen Arizona Counties 

and often the county GIS agencies 

are the ones maintaining the data 

for the 9-1-1 Systems. 

 Currently, only members of the 9-1-1 
Public Safety group on AZGEO are 

eligible to view/use this data. 



PROJECT GOALS 

 Consistent, accurate and timely geocoding of customer addresses. 

 Documentation of coordinate updates due to error correction or 
improved reference sources. 



ISSUE – ADRESSES ARE MESSY 

 Errors 

 Misspellings 

 Ambiguous abbreviations 

 Incomplete entries 

 Non standard entry  

 Different address element order 

 Different abbreviations 

 Mix of civic and other location types 

 Parcel numbers 

 GPS Coordinates 

 Township, Range, Section, Quarter Section 

 Mileposts, Chapter Houses, Reference to Other Landmarks 



ISSUE – CHANGING REFERENCE DATA 

 Address data is constantly changing and improving which may 
result in the best available x,y coordinates shiftingover time 



ISSUE –SPATIAL ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS 

 Summary reports by county or CHAA 

 It is possible a finer level of geography may be needed. 
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CURRENT GEOCODING PROCESS 



CURRENT GEOCODING PROCESS 

 Define, Test, Refine and Document Workflow 

 Automate Workflow As Much as Possible 

 Apply Simple Unique ID To Match Incoming Addresses 

 Apply Reference Source Hierarchy to Get Best Possible Location 

 Cross Check with County Boundaries and Zip Codes  



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 
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FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 

 Existing solutions are inadequate 

 Traditional parsers do not help generate standardized address strings 

without a lot of manual intervention. 

 We need to be able to acquire an address in any way, standardize 

it, and use that against our set of preexisting address keys to acquire 

the x,y coordinates stored for that address. 

 Key is the xy: if legally you need a standard location for an address 

and it changes in different analyses, this can create problems for our 

client. 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 

 Unique ID  

 A unique, standardized string for every address 

 This ID will be the “best” out of all known address strings for a given 

address 

 The “best” address may change as better data becomes available 

 Thus, the database will track these address strings for a given 

address, so previous address strings can also be used to find a given 

location 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 

 One Address, Multiple X-Ys  

 The database will also track x-y coordinates for each address 

 The “best” address point for a given address may move over time 

 Why? Better information, more precise digitization (street range vs on 

a building), error correction 

 As these x-y coordinates shift, we can analyze how and why they 

shift 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 

 Changing Reference Data 

 For any given XY, we can track what reference data was used for 

the “best” source and how this has changed over time. 

 Changes may due to misparsing or misgeocoding 

 Also, coordinates may change because the reference data is 

getting better or we are moving to more accurate data 

 Example: a street range vs a point digitized on a house. 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 

 A3I (Address Analyzer by AI ) is a web-based tool to parse, clean 
and standardize addresses to create reliable Unique ID 

 Designed to reduce the manual intervention involved in and get us 

more rapidly to a cleaner key 

 Based in part on machine learning algorithms 

 Parses civic and non-civic addresses/locations 

 Integrated with historical address database 

 Uses Python usaddress library (based on the parserator token pattern 

matching library) 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 

 Address Analyzer Tool 

 An interactive tool that allows the user to analyze geocoding results 

and create parsing models to improve future geocoding 

 Geocoding errors can be flagged and corrected by changing the 

field mapping of tokens with mistaken parsing 

 Different sets of rules can be created for different situations or areas 

 Field mapping uses NENA schema so tokens are as granular as 

possible. 

 

 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS – LONG TERM 

 PostgreSQL Database Design 

 Basic principle: Never get rid of any data 

 Save every address variant 

 Save every x-y coordinate used for each address 

 Save history of how each address was parsed at previous times 

 Save history of which reference data set was used for the “best” 

address at any given time 

 Therefore: Many raw addresses to one standardized address to 

many x,y coordinates 

 

 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS – LONG TERM 

 PostgreSQL Database Design 

 Basic principle: Never get rid of any data 

 Save every address and how it was parsed at previous times using 

transaction numbers 

 Therefore: many raw addresses to one standardized address to 

many x,y coordinates 

 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS – LONG TERM 



FUTURE GEOCODING PROCESS – LONG TERM 

 Why All of This Data? 

 Watching the history of address and location changes over time 

 Example: track the history of coordinate shifts due to improved 

reference data 

 This data will allow research to help data providers improve their 

address information. 

 Example: use this data to animate and watch a particular address 

migrate around an area. 

 



FUTURE PROCESS – LONG TERM 

 Build in more robust feedback and quality-assurance workflows 

 Regularize communication with local data providers 

 Incorporate with other streams of address feedback 

 9-1-1 Address Testing 

 EMAP or other applications. 

 Utility address databases. 

 Machine learning 

 More automatic pattern matching that will apply particular rules in 

particular areas or in given situations based on watching previous 

history of corrections 

 



FUTURE PROCESS – LONG TERM 

 Data visualization and analysis 

 Scripts or add-ins built around this data can help to find trends. 

 Example: heat maps to show areas where address data shifts a lot. 

 This can be used to help data providers improve their information. 

 Example: using data to analyze the difference in results that the ESRI 

geocoders provide versus the 911 address locators. 



THE 

BIGGER 
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THE BIGGER PICTURE 

 The data collection and tools such as A3I are part of a larger 
statewide and national context for addresses. 

 This “Address Ecosystem” includes many other existing or developing 
pieces 

 State Agency Participation (9-1-1 Program, ADOR, ADES and others) 

 NENA, AGIC, NSGIC and other forums for information exchange 

 AZGEO and its role in facilitating data sharing 

 ADOT All Roads Network Process 

 National Address Database Process 

 The Ecosystem should lead to reduced costs and better analysis from 
the local up to federal level. 



THE BIGGER PICTURE 

 Arizona can continue its leadership at the national level for 

ground-up spatial data development and maintenance. 

 We should take advantage of any and all opportunities to 

incentivize local data providers to participate in the system. 

 We should refine and institutionalize the existing infrastructure 

encouraging data sharing and quality assurance. 


